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Abstract:

/

Records of the herring fishery off the Swedish coast of Bohuslän, in the Skagerrak, date
back to the 10th century. Nine periods eaeh one lasting several decades are known during
which large quantities of herring were eaught very elose to the shore boosting up loeal
economy. So, in the 1895-96 season, more than 200 000 tons h,:\ve been landed. During the
'interim' periods, which stretched over 50 or more years, the herring fishery played no role
in this region. Neither is it known what caused the herring, very likely originating from the
North Sea, to amass sueh large concentrations in inshore waters nor was there any eertainty
whether loeal/regional or global environmental forcing influeneed appearanee and
disappearanee of the fish. Several other herring fisheries in European waters overlap with
the last Bohuslän periods whereas the Norwegian spring spawning herring and some sardine
fisheries exhibit alternating periods. A study of the elimatological-hydrographic scenario of
all Bohuslän periods showed that, on a decadal seale, they eoincide with times when there
were a strong ice cover off Iceland, severe winters in western Europe with extremely cold
air and water temperatures, an intensification of westerlies as indicated by negative
anomalies in the NAO Index and a minimum of southwesterly winds over England in
response to meridional migrations of the atmospheric polar front zone. The conelusion is
that climate variation govems the alternating herring and sardine periods.

Key words: herring and sardine stock fluctuations, climate variation, NAO Index, polar
front zone
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1. INTRODUCTION

In view of the recent interest in long-term time series of marine populations the Bohuslän

fishing periods dating back to the 10th century instigated our curiosity with respect to

climate impact. Wheri investigating these periods, very soon we came across a number of

other time series of fishing periods for herring and sardine in European waters the reports
, .

on which covered several centuries. Obviously, it seemed worthwhile to study these different

historical fisheries in a comparative manner to find out whether they were forced by the

same climatic regime. Whereas there are quite a number of reports on these fisheries, this

is the first attempt to analyze the dynamics of a11 these fisheries comparatively in the context

of climate variation and climate forcing.

This study is a contribution to the GLOBEC-SPACC (SmalI Pelagic Fishes and Climate

Change) Programme. The Second BackWard-facing Workshop of the Cod and Climate

Change Programme of GLOBEC in Bergen, March 1996, initiated this study.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TUE FISHERIES

2.1 BobusHin Herring Fishery

The Bohusläil region is a coastal stretch between the North Sea and' the BaItie Sea, at the

eastern side of the Skagerrak (Fig.I). The Bohuslän coast is characteriied by deep fjords and

numerous sm311 roeky islands, also called skerries. As the Skagerrak connects the BaItie

with the North Sea, the hydrographie conditions of the Bohuslän coast are extremely

variable. Off Bohuslän, under normal conditions, high salinity water from the North Sea

flows at the bottom into the Skagerrak whereas the BaItie Sea water of lower salinity moves

above into the opposite direction. However, depending on wind direction and stress and on. .
sea water level of the Baltie Sea which is very much influenced by precipitation the outcome

of the interplay of in- and outflowing waters can fluctuate very much.

Periodically, large amounts of spent herring (Clupea harengus) migrate during autumn to this

coast and overwinter in the skemes and fjords. They are then caught over aperiod of

several decades (Cushing 1982, Devold 1963, Höglund 1978, Lindquist 1983, Sahrhage and

Lundbeck 1992). These Bohuslän herring periods have been reported since about 1 000 years

and nine such periods are known (Höglund 1978, Lindquist 1983, Sahrhage and Lundbeck

1992)(Fig.2):
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eTuI of10th ceriiUry - early 11th century
eTul of 11th century - early 12th ceritUry
elul 0/12th cemury - mid-13th ceritury
end ()f 13th celf/ury - mid-14th century
mid-15th ceiuury
1556 -1590

, >

1660 -1680

1747 -1809

1877 -1906

NaturaIly, as further one goes back, as less precise are the datl on this fishery. Only the
peiiOds since the 16th centtiry are reatly certain.

Up to about 1900, the Bolluslän flshermen tised beach seines and set nets to catch the
herring (Höglund 1978). Consequently, only when the herring was very cIose to the shore
it could be fished. When the fish stayed in the open sea, they were not accessible to the
fishery (Höglund 1978). This situation changoo drastically once purse seines (about 19(0)
were intrOduced. Bohusiän periods are defined as thoSe times when masSes of herririg Came

cIose to the shore to be caughi by beach seines. The timeS when large shoals stayed in the

open sea are not consideied as Bohusiän periods. From 1907 to 1920, considerable amounts

of herring have been caught with purse seines in the open sea off Bohuslän. It is not known
whether such "open sea periods" have occurrc;;d previously.

The question what kind of hemng was responsible [or the periods has been the subject of
hot discussions (Devold 1963, Höglurid 1978). However, Höglund (1972, 1978) studying old

reports on the number of herring in measuring barrels and inveStigating remnantS of the

activities of former fish oil factones from the 18th eentury such as vertebrae arid other banes

concIuded very convincingly thai it was North Sea herring invading the Bohuslän coaSt

during the periods (Liridquist 1983) arid Cushing (1982) assurnes that it was Buchan arid,
maybe, Dogger hemng. .

The Bohuslän herring fishery yielded in same yem astonishingly high amounts of fish
allhough only beach seineS were used: e.g. 270 000 t in orie season in the 18th ceiitury

~ , . ,

(Höglund 1978) arid 216 000 t in 1895/96 (Lindquist 1983). Not surprisingly, the hemng
periods were of exu-aordinary socio-ecOnomic impcirtarlce arid the well-being of the whole

region depended on the herring periods (Ündquist 1983). That explains why there are

repoits datlng back to the 10th cenniry.
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2.2 Norwegian Spnng Hemng FlShery

Norwegian spring, Ieelaridic spring and Icelandic summer spawners are the three stockS of

the Atlanto-Scaridian herring (Dragesund et aI. 1980, Iacobsson 1980). The Norwegian
spring herring is the largest stock of the three. Its totll biomass may have ranged between
15 to 20 million t in a vlrgin state (Dragesund et .al. 1980). Its main habitat is the
NOrWegian Sea (Fig. 1) and it spawns on several grounds along the Norwegian coast.

'.'-.,

e.

Historical records indicaie that it has undergcirie targe fluctuations during the last 500 years
(Devold 1963, Beverton and Lee 1965, Skjoldal et ai. 1993). Periods with large catches

have alternatCd with periods of extreme scarcity (Fig. 2). However, Beverton and r..ee
(1965) and Rottirigen (1992) point out that it is not clear how much of this periodicity is due
to real changes in abundance or to changes in migration muteS preventing the fish from
coming within the limited range of the cOaStal fishing fleetS. Boeck arid Petterson suggested
already as eariy as 1871 and 1926 that tbe migration patterns of herring were profoundiy

changed through secular periods. Cushing (1982) did not disagree but believed that the
greitest changes on dci:adaJ. scales were due to changes in recruitment or year class strength.

So, the migration routes of the Norwegian spring spawning herring have changed

considerably during the last decades (Dcigesiind et aI. 1980, Rottingen 1992). However,
this seems to be linked to changes in stock size (Dragesund et aI. 1980). AlSo, size of ärea
and locatioris of spawning change with stock sire (Dragesurid et al. 1980). The same applies
to changes in the size of the feedirig area (Holst and Iverseri 1992). In addition, the well
known anticlockwise pattern of migration betWeen spawitirig, feeding and overiVintering
are:is has changed into a clockWise one (Rottingen 1992).

• The high catches of the Norwegian spring spawriing herring ceased in 1970 (Drngesund et

al. 1980). According to Cushmg (1982), their end was probably premature as tbe fishery
was extinguished by recruitment overfishing on adults iri the EaSt Icelandic Current and on
juveiilles in Nonvegian fjords <Untang 1978). However, as the spawriing and the fishing area
moved further arid further to the ricirth as dunng the end of the previous period at the 60s

and 70s of the 19th century, Cushing (1982) suggests in analogy that the period was in its
final phase, anyway. He also points to the reversal of the Russell Cycle betWeen 1965 and

1979 which may indicate years when the NOrWegian spring spawning herririg period might

have ended mitiJrally.

The periods of the Norwegian spring spawners and the Bohusläri herring seem to alternate
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with each other (Ljungman 1883, Devold 1963, Beverton and r..ee 1965, Cushirig 1982~

Skjoldal et al. 1993) (Fig. 2).

2.3 Herring and SardIne FlShery off SouthweStem Engiänd

The Channel is roughly the geographical boundary between the areas of distribution of the
rather cold watl::r pn~ferring hemng arid the more warm water adapted sardine (Sardina
pilchardus) (Fig. 1). Fishirig for both sPecies off the southwestem tip of England, off

Cornwall and Devon, has beeri reported since at least the 16th century (Southward et al.

1988). Whereas the numbers of sardine (also called pilchard) increased in the catches

westwards durlng the perlod 1895-1911, the numbers of herring predominated towards the
East (Southward et al. 1988) . The geographical boundary betweeri the two species seems to
shirt to and fro on a decadal scale. Consequently, periods of the hemng fishery have
alternated with those of the sardine fishery (Fig. 2) (Cunningham 1906, Southward et al.

1988). Tllere is hardly any informatiori on the herririg fishery off Comwall and Devon from

the second half of the 18th century published in scientific journals. However, not all

respective reievant historical sources have beeri processed (pers. corriin., A. Southward).

Although the herring catches were relatively small when compared to the yields of the
Norwegian spring spaWning herring or the Bohuslän herring, it was ci major loss for the city

of Plymouth wheri the herring fishery collapsed in 1930 (Southward et al. 1988).

The Periods of herring and sardine fisheries off southeastern England seem to be linked to
the Russell CyCle (Southward et al. 1988) which is a periodic and syrichronous alternation
of apPearimce and disappearance of a large number of pelagic specieS, zooplankton and fish,

iricluding eggs arid larvae, in the western Ch:iririel w,hich has been recorded since 1924

(Russe! 1915, Cushing and Dickson 1976, Cushing 1982, Southward 1980). Changes in

species compOsition in the Russeit Cycle are accompanied by changes in ambient
teinp6ature (Cushing 1982). When the RusSell Cycle changed again from a warm water to
a cold water system between 1965 and 1979 the hemng failed to re-appear in abundarice off

the south coaSt of Devon'. Southward et al. (1988) asstime that the strength of the warmirig
after 1920 coupled with intensive fishing iri the 1920s wiped out the herring stock which
formed the basis for the big commercial fishery off Plymouth.

2.4 Frerich Herring Fishery In the Channel

There are data on herrlng and sardine fisheries of French fishennen in the Charinel since the

18th century. Tbe fishing areas of the riorthern French herring fleet have been changing
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• considerably in the 18th and 19th centuries according to local abundances and accessibility

of the herring (Binet 1988). The main areas were the northem North Sea, the Bast Anglian

coast and the Channel (Fig. 1). Although the laneÜrigs in the French fishing harbours of the

Normandy and the Picardy were a mix from different areas, the herring yields from the

Channel can be identifiCd as they were landed fresh in contrast to the saltCd herring

originating from the more distant North Sea fishery (Binet 1988). The herring periods of the

French Channel fishery seem to have been from 1750 to 1810 and from 1880 to 1910 (Fig.

2). Dieppe was the main fishing harbour for the Channel herring in the 18th century;

whereas this Position was taken over in the 19th century by Boulogne. Peak catches reached

about 50 000 t in 1905 (Binet 1988). The distant North Sea fishery requirCd targer vessels

which, in addition to smaller ones, were also used in the Channel fishery (Binet 1988).

2.5 Bay of Biscay lIerring Fishery

A small herring population dweIls in the Bay of Biscay off southem Brittany (Fig. 1) which

has been mentioncd first in 1728 (Binet 1988). The centre of the distribution is off the

estuaries of the rivers Vilaine and Loire, occasionally the fish have been caught as far south

as Arcachon. Due to the relative unimportance of this fishery, reports eire rather sporadic,

but indicate nevertheless pcriods of presence and absence (Fig.2). Fishing between the

estuaries of Loire and Vilaine has been recorded for 1741, 1756 (exceptional catches), 1757,

1773, 1788 (followed by several poor ycars) 1804, 1827 and 1838 (Binet 1988). Henceforth,

00 record has been made until the late 19th ceritury. Then, high catches were reported in

1880, 1883,1894 and 1913. Afterwards catches decrcasCd again (Binet 1988).

•
2.6 Freneh Sardine Fishery in ellannel

Most sardines were caught off southem Brittany and the Vendee region. Occasionally, a

fishery developCd north of Brest, in northem Brittany, in the Channel (Fig. 1), which is

reported on in 1726, 1728, 1752, 1761, 1762, 1764. The sardines disappeared in the first

years of thc 19th century, but the fishery started again in 1860s and 1870s (Fig. 2) (Binet

1988). Small open fishing boats and drift nets were used in the French sardine fishery which

was very elose to the coast. During some of the ycars of sardine crisis, the sardines were

sometimes reportCd as abundant some tens of mHes offshore, just out of reach of the small

fishing boats (Binet 1988).
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3. COMMON FEATURES OF TIIE FISIIERIES

•

Small pe1<igic sdlOoling flsh can resporid· dnimaiically and quickly to climate variations or
. .

changes (Hunter and Alheit 1995). Most of them are highly mobile, have short, plankton-

based food chains, are highly fecund and have a great plasticity in growth, survival and

other life-history traits. These biological characteristics make them very sensitive to

environmental forcing and highly variable in their abundance.

Interestingly, al1 areas of fishing under investigation in this study, to some degree also the

Norwegian coast, are bordering the North Sea, are based in transition areas and are under

the influence of inflow and outflow regimes between the North Sea and neighbouring regions

(MacCal1 1990). The Skagerrak and the Channe1 are extreme habitats for North Sea herring

as both areas are at the fringes of its area of distribution. The sardine faces the same

situation in the Channel. Herring and sardines in these areas react faster and more drastically

to small perturbations in the environment such as for example subtle climate variations or

changes (Hunter and Alheit 1995) as they might already be under environmerital stress.

When environinental conditions are favourable, they can colonize these transition zones

rapidly in an opportunistic manner. As soon as the environment deteriorates they withdraw

to the centres of their distribution.

The "fisheries periods" are reported historically as presence or absence of fish and fisheries

at certain locations. Only the drastic changes between fish-rich and fish-less periods ensured

the historical records as the regional economies and the well-being of the population were

heavily impacted. The fluctuations of these fisheries could be the result of real fluctuations

of biomass or of decadal changes in migration routes moving the fish to areas not accessible

to the limited range of fisheries in previous centuries. However, very likely, fluctuations in

biomass and migration routes are concomitant phenomena.

The fisheries described here fall into two groups with altemating periods of occurrence.

Group 1 comprises the Bohuslän herring, the herring off southwestern England, the herring

caught by the French fleet in the Channel off northem Brittany and the Bay of Biscay

herring. Group 2 the periods of which do altemate with those of Group 1 consists of the

Norwegian spring spawning herring, the sardincs off southwesh::m England and the sardines

caught by the French fleet in the Channel (Fig. 2).
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METEOROLOGICAL-OCEANOGRAPIIIC BACKGROUND OF FISIIING

PERlons

One characteristic difference between herring and sardine is their temperature adaptation

(Southward et al. 1988). The herring is an Arctic-boreal species the distribution of which

extends to the North of the Channel whereas the sardine dweIls in warmer waters and is

usually found to the south of the Channel. In the Channel where both species overlap,

cooling should favour a southward extension of the area of distribution and increasing

biomass of herring, warming should have the opposite effect. Thc same mechanism should

apply for the sardine, however, under opposite temperature conditions. This strong

correlation between temperature and occurrence and abundance of the two species has beeil

found over most of the past 400 years along the south coast off Devon and CornwaIl

(Southward ct al. 1988). The herring fishery was favoured during cold periods and extended

fui"ther west whereas the sardine fishery was then restricted to western Cornwall. So, duriilg

the extremely cool perlod of the "Httte ice age", in the second half of the 17th century,
< < <

Sardines were very scarce while herrings were aburidant. The sardine fishery is doirig better

in warm perlods. Binet (1988) repcirts that the southward displacement of the French herling

fishery irito the Channel coincided with the climatic deterioration at the end of the 18th

century. Also, extension and dccline of the French herring fishery in the Channel coincide
, ,

with herring catch records off the south coast of Cornwall and Devon (Fig. 2). Obviously,

both fisheries are influenced by the same temperature regime.

Anather antagonistic pair of fisherles with respect to opposite temperature regimes are those

for the Bohuslän herring and for the Norwegian spring spawning herring. The last period of

the Bohuslän fishery (1878 - 1906) was during a cool period whereas the Norwegian herring

perlod from 1920 - 1950 (when the last strong year dass appcared) occurred during a perlod

of eievated temperatures., This is confirmed by a plot showing the 5-year running means of

the mean January air temperature (in England), the thermal winter index(·)1 composed by

Lamb (1977) and the last three Bohuslän perlods (Fig. 3). The temperature data are from

Manley (1974). Both "temperature" ptots sufficiently coincide for the period bctwccn 1670

1950. Lamb (1977) has constructed the wiriter index time series for about 900 years. A

'comparisoil to the last seven Dohuslän periods shows thai they occurred during severe

(*) The number of unlnistakablY mild months (Dec.,Jan.,Feb.) minus the numer 'of severe months
(Dec.,Jan.,Feb.) per decade.
(For the deeac.w scale at lnid-Iatitudes, it is a commonly accepted nation that changeS in the air temperature well
reflect associated variations in the water temperature and that significant changes drastically occur during the
winter season.)
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winters at the latitüde of about 50-N in Englarid (O-E) and Germany (12-E) (Fig. 4). This

is firm evidence thai the Bohuslän periOds took place during cold periods (Cushing 1982).

The variability of the regional air tempeniture on time SCaIes of several dec<ides is mainly
controlled not only by anonlCuies in the atmospheric circulation, but alSo by very low
frequency variations of the Atlaritic sea sunace tempeniture (SST) (Wemer and Storch
1993). The latter are mainly based on basin-sciUe changes in air-sea interactiön proeesses

which are strictly goverried by chariges of the heat content within the oceanic iop layer due

to variations in the meridional heat transport (Gutf Stream, Labrador Current, North Atlantic

Current,oo.). There are basic differences in the dynamics of western arid eastem boundary
current regimes which again affect the air-sea interaction processes. The associated spatial
and temporal variability of meteorologicai fields is highly different between the northwest
and the northeast Atlantic (Bjerkries 1962, 1964, Isemer arid Hasse 1987). Already HellaJ.id

Hansen and Nansen (1917) found that the greatest temperature anomalies are produced by
anomalies in Wind patterns and appear or disappear over large seciions of the North Atlantic

0CeaI1. almost simuttarieously. Coolings causoo by prevailing riortherlY winds arid waimings

are caused by prevailing south.erly Winds. Changes in wind directions frequently comcide

with variations in wind velocitY which are inainly responsible for the depth of the wind
mixedlayer and the heat content involved. Both; wind direction arid velcicity, affect the Sea
sufface temperature (SST) regionaliy and influence the air tempeniture due to regional
changes in the net heat flux between Ocean and atmosphere on different time arid space

scaIes (Wear 1982).

Very low-frequency chariges in winds at mid-latitudes c3.n be deseribed by variations in the

sea-level air pressure field between low vaIues at subpolar latitudes (Icetaridic Lew) arid high

v3..Iues at subtropica1 latltiIdes (Azores High). FluctiJations in the resulting meridional
pressure gradient cause correSPollding variations in the belt of westerlies, which is embectded
in the polar front zone (PFZ)~ The PFZ sep3.I'ates the cold ;Ur masses in the Nörth from
warm air mas.ses in the South. Its meridional migration causes a large-scale alternation of

atmospheric mass between subpolar and subtropiciU iones above the North Atlaritic Ocean.
This relativeIy regutar oscillation was discoveIed in the 1920s by Walker (i924) arid namoo
North Atlaritic Osciltation (NAO). The air pressure difference between the Azores and

Icdand forms the NAO Iridex dCScribed by Rogers (1984). A negative NAO Index describes

anomaIously law sea level pressure in Ieeland, strarig meridional pressure gradientS over the
North Atlantic and intensifled westerlies in the belt of the PFZ. Such a sitUation is
climaticaliy aCcOmpanied by a meridional displaeement of the PFZ. Using monthly mean

values from Baur (1953,1970) and Rogers (pers. comm.), the averaged winter NAO Index
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(Jan, Feh, Mar) iS significaritly correlaterl (99.9% corifidence level) with negative anomalies

in the west Europeaß air tCmperature for the periOd 1874- 1956 (Fig. 5). A simiiar teridericy
is shown in Fig.6. Here, January daci of the air temperature in England (Manley 1974) änd
the correspending NAO values of Rogers are plotted by 5-year running means for 1874
1973.

The relatively cold Bohuslän periods seem to coincide with a climatically signifieaßt

southward displacement of the PFZ. Also, the B3.ltlc Sea froze more frequently during the

Bohusläri periods (Cushing 1982). Unfortunately, no long daci series are avatiable on the

meridional position of the PFZ, but ari indication of its locatiori is given in the records of the
seasonaJ. duration of coastal ice at lcetand for many cenrilrieS päst compiled by Koch (1945).
111e PFZ is situated more southerly when the coastal ice off Iceland endureS for a long time
and vice versa. Bevettori and Lee (1965) found that the Norwegian hemng penOds stUted
aS the Icelandic ice decreased and ceased when it increasect (Fig. 7). The only exception is
the j>eriod in the 18th century. However, this periOd is not weIl defined (Storrow 1947,

Höglund i978) arid might also fit into the general scheme (Beverton and Lee 1965, Cushing

1982). Whereas the Norwegllin periOds are associated with reduced ice cover, there does not

seem to be an association betVieen the degree of ice cover and the Bohuslän periOds,
however, they seem to occur during long periOds of ice cover (Fig. 7)(Cushing 1982).

CIearly, the periods of herring and sardine fisheries Occur and disappear in relation to

temperatuie regimes. The substantial fluctuations in the regional herring fisheries are weU
documented on the decactal scale. Consequently, when searching for the agents forcing the

herring and sardine populations, we h~lVe to take into account climatic changes in resPonse

to changes in the oceanic cuaent system on the basin-scale of the North Atlaritic Ocean.
Such variations influence the atmospheric circulatiori of the entlre hemisphere.

There is a significant link betWeen SST anomalies (SSTA) in the riorthweStem Atlaritic
Dceari, the source region of Atlaritic cyclones, and the arinual position of the PFZ (Moene
1986). Such cyclones travel eastWard within the belt of westerlies. Accoiding io Schinke
(1994), they show significant peak values in their frequency on the decadaI scale iri the

region between 6Q'W-60'E and 30'N-9Q'N for the period 1900-1990. The main path of

embedded cyclones also riUgrates With the meridional displacement of the PFZ. A southwaro

(northward) inigration of the PFZ is correlated with positive (negative) ariomalies of SST in
the northweStem Atlantic Ocean. üpposite cOnditions are prevciiling in the northeast Atlantic.
There, the wind shiftS j>ericidicaliy between westerly and northerly direetions, on climatic

sciües (Cushing arid Dickson 1976). However, westerly and southwesterly/southerly winds
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dominate at tower tatitudes, e.g. in the English Channel. Such different wirid forcing also
causeS different wind-driven currents and, consequently, different hydrographie regimes in
the oceanic mixed layer.

The herring and Sardine periods seem to correspond to different periods of prevaiÜng wind
directions. When westerly wind prevailed, the fisheries of Group 1 species were thriving
whereas the fisheries of Group 2 were doing weIl during periods of prevailirig southerly

wind (Fig. 8). The rishery periods of Group 1 and Group 2 can be described by the

following two sCenarios:

Grou" 1 penods; PFZ is in the South, cold temperatlire al mid- and hlgher latitlides of the
eastem NOrth Atlcintic, SSTA <0, ice off IceIand and in the northem BaIti6 Sea, NAO Index
negative, minimum in frequency of SW winds over England, cold water in North Sea,

. .
Channel and Slcigeriak. This applies for e.g. the Bohuslän perioos.

Group 2 periOds: PFZ is in the NOrth, warm terriperature 30t mid-and higher latitudes of the

eastern Noith Atlantic, SSTA >0, no strong ice cover off lceland, NAO Index positive,
increasing frequency of SW winds in EngIarid, relatively warm water in North Sea, Channel
and Skageriak. This applies for e.g. the sardine perioos.

5. DISCUSSION

The different herring arid Sardine periods are related to meteorologicil1 and hydrographie

parameters such as sea surface and air temperature, dumtion of ice cover off Iceland,

position of the PFZ, prevailing wind directions and the NAO index. So, the Bohuslän
periods, on a decadal scale, ci>incide with times wheri there were a strong ice cover off
Ice1arld, severe winters in western Europe with extremely cold air and water temPeratures,
an intensification of westerlies aS indicated by negative anomalles in the NAO Index and a

riünimum of southwesterly winds over England in response to meridional migrations of the
atinospherle polar front zone. All these parameters change drastically With cllmate changes.

Prevailing wind directlons stnctly deperid on the climatic location of the atmospherie PFZ

which determines the main wind directlon over the North AtIantic acean, the North Sea, arid

the SkagerTak as weIl as the mean path of eastward travelling cyclones. Such meridional
migrations of the PFZ mdicate changes in the atmospherie circulation patterns on the global
scale due to changed iriteraction procesSes (net heat fhix) belWeen oceait and atmosphere.
Within the coupled system of the ocean. and the atinosphere, the ocean detennines the

atmospheric response on the decadal scile. Ariy changes in ici meridional heat trärisport
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(Gulf Stream, North Atlantie Current, Labrador Current, •••) regionally affect the heat

cootent of the oceanie top layer and, consequently, sea surface temperatures and associated

net heat fluxes with a feedbaek-effect to the winds.

Henee, it is eonc1uded that c1imate variation govems the alteritating herring and sardine

periods, especially in hydrographie transition areas. The populations of this study are widely

separated from each other. Inspite of the distances of several thousand kilometres between

the herring and sardine populations they seem to react to the same foreing which is basin

wide. The answer to the question posed in the title of this contribution is: c1early, the

Bohuslän periods are controlled by c1imate variation.

•
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Fig. 1: Geographie locations of fisheries.

1 - BohiJsll1n Herring
2 - DeVon & Comwall Herring
3 - Freizch Cha1rnel Herring
4 - Baj 0/Biscay Herring
5 - Norwegian Spring Spmvning Herring

6 - Devon & Comwall Sardine

7 - Nonhem Brittany Sardine
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Historical periods of several European herring and sardine fisheries. Sources:

1 - Bohuslän Berring (Höglund 1978, Lindquist 1983,

Sahrhage and Lundbeck 1992)

2 - Devon & Comwall Berring (Southward et al. 1988)

3 - French Channei Berring (Binet 1988)

4 - Bay ofBiscay Berring (Binet 1988)
5 - Norwegian Spring Spawning BeTring (Beverton and Lee

1965, Cushing 1982)

6 - Devon & OJmwall Sardine (Southward et al. 1988)

7 - Nonhem Brittany Sardine (Binet 1988)
(The open rectangles depict periods the extension of which is not exactly

known!)
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Fig. 3: Averaged "Winter MildnesslSeverity Index· from data at ([0· E+12•E]/2) and

about 50·N (Lamb 1977) compared to decadal January mean temperature in

England (hold line) (Manley 1974). The total mean is <T> =3.rC.
Rectangles with numbers denate the last three Bohuslän periods which

occurred during relatively cold winters.

(Negative index values correspond to severe winters.)
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Fig. 5: Regression between the normalized winter NAD-Index (Rogers, pers. comm.)

and anomalies of west European air temperatures (Baur 1953, 1970) with the

reference period from 1761-1950.

(Negative NAO values correspond to intensified westerlies andl or a southward

displacement of the atmospheric polar frontal zone indicating a clear tendency

for severe winters in western Europe.)
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